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Development of Novel Aluminum − Doped Zinc Oxide Material and Its
Application to Solar Cells
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This study addresses the electrical and optical properties, durability under high-humidity condition, and surface
morphology of the novel aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) films formed by DC magnetron sputtering. These novel
AZO films showed higher transmittance in the near-infrared area and good durability under 85℃-85%RH condition.
These novel films also had a higher haze value after wet chemical etching than normal AZO films. The haze value of
the novel AZO films was higher than that of the normal AZO films; their values are 90% at 550 nm and 60% at 800 nm.
Furthermore, the novel AZO films were applied in amorphous Si (a-Si) single-type solar cells as the front electrode.
The short-circuit current of the solar cell using the novel AZO films was higher than that of the solar cell using the
normal AZO films. As an optimization-based result, an efficiency as high as 10.2% was obtained, showing that the
novel AZO films are a promising material for the front electrode of a-Si solar cells.

1．Introduction

cells. They provide low electrical and optical losses,
and fulfil in most cases additional optical function such

Transparent conductive oxide (TCO) films are

as light scattering to improve the performance of these

necessary as front electrode for most thin film solar

solar cells1). Additionally, the durability of TCO films is

＊1
＊2
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important for stabilizing the performance of such cells.
It is known that TCO films with a textured surface
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can scatter light at the interface between TCO and Si

high durability for AZO films16,17). A film with a lower

layers2). The degree of light scattering property can be

aluminum doping level has good transmittance, but its

represented by haze value, which should be increased

durability is poor.

to further enhance the light scattering property. It is

In this work, we have developed novel AZO films,

well known that the haze value of TCO films is strongly

named AZO-X and AZO-HX films, formed by DC

3)

magnetron sputtering. After film deposition, wet

affected by their surface morphology .
Typically, fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) films 4)
5)

chemical etching using HCl was employed to modify

and aluminum-doped zinc oxide (AZO) films formed

the surface morphology of the films. As the results, we

by magnetron sputtering, gallium-doped zinc oxide

have achieved such films formed on a flat substrate

(GZO) films

6)

formed by magnetron sputtering or
7)

with a higher haze value than AZO film for excellent

boron-doped zinc oxide (BZO) films formed by low-

light scattering. And then we have applied these films

pressure chemical vapour deposition (LPCVD) are

to the front electrodes of amorphous Si solar cells and

used as thin-film Si solar cells. Conductive zinc oxide

achieved high cell performance.

films such as AZO films and BZO films have attracted
attention as front TCO films because it is easy to modify
their surface morphology by selecting their deposition
technique and conditions, and by using post-treatment
conditions

8-10)

2．Experimental Procedure
［1］Preparation of TCO films

. Furthermore, AZO, GZO or BZO films

The AZO films were deposited on the glass substrate

are high stability against hydrogen plasma as compared

(Corning EAGLE XG) by DC magnetron sputtering

11)

with FTO films . However, the stability of AZO, GZO

using AZO targets. The alumina content was 1.0 or 2.0

or BZO film properties under 85℃ -85%RH condition is

wt%. The novel AZO films were also deposited by DC

12)

inferior to that of FTO film properties .
Some deposition techniques for preparing conductive
zinc oxide films have been reported. Among the various

magnetron sputtering using the novel AZO targets.
These targets are ZnO targets doped with Al and other
elements.

deposition techniques, the main process is sputtering

The deposition was carried out at a substrate

using ceramic targets because it has an advantage of the

temperature of 200℃ , a discharge power density of 3.7

reliable control of film properties and film thickness.

W/cm2, and an argon deposition pressure of 0.4 Pa. The

Berginski et al.13) have reported the effect of substrate
temperature during RF magnetron sputtering

base pressure just before sputtering was about 1.0

×

-5

10 Pa.

deposition, the aluminum content of AZO targets,

The thickness, resistivity, and optical transmittance of

and film surface morphology after wet etching.

the films were measured using a surface profiler, a Hall

According to their report, the substrate temperature in

effect measurement system at room temperature, and a

sputtering should be over 300 ℃ for a high haze value

spectrophotometer in air, respectively. The rate of the

of approximately 5% at 1000 nm. However, a substrate

resistivity change of these films was evaluated under

temperature of more than 300 ℃ is very high because

85 ℃ -85%RH condition. By wet chemical etching using

it is difficult to select the materials for the sputtering

diluted HCl (0.5%), the surface morphology of the films

system. Therefore, it is necessary to satisfy the high

was modulated into a textured surface structure.

haze value at a substrate temperature below 200℃ .
14,15)

Jorj and coworkers

After wet chemical etching, the surface morphology,

have prepared an AZO film by

film thickness, and roughness of these films were

RF sputtering using a ZnO target doped with 0.5 or 1.0

evaluated using scanning electron microscopy

wt% Al2O3. The AZO film with a HCl etching time of 50

(SEM), surface profilometry, and atomic force

s has a high haze value of approximately 60% at 550 nm.

microscopy (AFM), respectively. The total and diffuse

Furthermore, a higher haze value of approximately 70%

transmittances of the textured films were measured

has been obtained with additional HF etching.

with a spectrophotometer in air. The haze value is

In contrast, it is known that it is difficult to achieve
a good balance between high transmittance and

defined as the ratio of diffuse transmittance to total
transmittance.
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［2］Preparation of amorphous Si solar cell
solar cells were fabricated using the etched films as
the front TCO films. The structure of these solar cells
was glass substrate/textured TCO films/p-i-n type
amorphous Si:H/B-doped ZnO/Ag/Al. The test cells
had an area of 0.09 cm 2. The photocurrent density voltage (J-V) characteristics of the fabricated cells were

50
Change in resistivity after test［%］

p-i-n-type amorphous Si:H single-junction thin-film

30
⑵
20
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⑶

⑴

0

solar simulator radiation. The spectral response of these
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1000

Time［h］

cells was evaluated using quantum efficiency (QE)
Fig.２

3．Result and Discussion

⑴AZO−X
⑵AZO（Al2O3：1wt％）
⑶AZO（Al2O3：2wt％）

40

measured at 25 ℃ under 1 sun (AM 1.5, 100 mW/cm2)

measurement.

5

Durability for formed AZO films.
（Film thickness：1000nm）

is attributable to grain boundary scattering, on the

［1］Resistances, transmittances, and durabilities of

basis of experimental and theoretical considerations22)
concerning the relationship between carrier

the formed AZO films
The transmittance spectra of formed AZO films are

concentration and Hall mobility. Thus, the durability-

shown in Fig. １. The transmittance in the near-infrared

enhancing effect of AZO-X film is thought to be due

areas was decreased with increasing alumina contents.

to the crystallinity improvement of as-deposited films

Fig. 2 shows the durability test result of AZO films under

achieved by doping with Al and other elements.

85℃ - 85%RH condition. The rate of resistivity change
was increased with decreasing alumina contents. That
phenomenon means that the durability was inferior.

［2］Resistances, transmittances, and durabilities of
the texture-etched AZO films

Thus, it is difficult to achieve a good balance between

The resistances and transmittances of the texture-

transmittance in the near-infrared areas and durability.

etched AZO films and FTO film (CVD) are shown in

However, our developed material, novel AZO (AZO-X)

Table 1 and Fig. 3. With increasing alumina content,

film, achieved a good balance between transmittance in

the sheet resistance decreased, and the transmittance

the near-infrared areas and durability.

in near-infrared areas also decreased. In this case,

18-21)

have reported

increasing alumina content leads to a higher carrier

that improving the crystallinity of as-deposited

concentration and the carrier concentration of the

polycrystalline AZO films is important for improving

films affects sheet resistance and transmittance23). That

the resistivity stability, and that their resistivity increase

is, increasing carrier concentration results in a lower

with exposure time in a high-humidity environment

sheet resistance and a lower transmittance in near-

Minami and coworkers

infrared areas. The novel texture-etched AZO films,
named AZO-X and AZO-HX films, have resistances and

Transmittance［％］

100

transmittances that are approximately the same as those

80

⑴

60

of the AZO (Al2O3: 1 wt%) film and FTO film (CVD).

⑵

40

Rs
［ohm/sq.］
8
⑴AZO−X
⑵AZO（Al2O3：1wt％） 6
⑶AZO（Al2O3：2wt％） 2

20
0
200

400

600

800

1000

Table１

⑶

1200

1400

Wavelength［nm］

Fig.１

Transmittance spectra of formed AZO films.
（Film thickness：1000nm）

Resistivity of texture−etched AZO films.

Rs
Film thickness
［ohm ／ sq.］
［nm］
⑴AZO
（Al2O3：1wt％）
9
700
⑵AZO
（Al2O3：2wt％）
4
700
11
700
⑶AZO−X
11
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700
10
1000
⑸SnO2：F（CVD）
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Fig.３

AZO−X

Rms 21nm
AZO（Al2O3：2wt％）

Transmittance of texture−etched AZO films.

Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the

Rms 39nm

transmittance at 1000nm and the durability test result

SnO2：F（CVD）

of the textured films under 85℃ -85%RH condition at
1000h. After wet chemical etching, the novel texture-

SEM image of texture−etched AZO films.

Fig.５

etched AZO films, named AZO-X and AZO-HX films,
achieved good balance between transmittance in near-

the novel AZO films were higher than that of the other

infrared areas and durability. The durability of these

films; their values of the AZO-HX film are 90% at 550 nm

films was comparable to that of the FTO film (CVD).

and 60% at 800 nm. As shown in Fig. 5, the high rms

As described above, the novel texture-etched AZO

contributed to the high haze value.

films showed the excellent properties of transmittance
and durability after wet chemical etching.

［4］Performance of amorphous Si solar cell
The novel films have been applied as the front

［3］Surface morphology of the textured AZO films

electrode of a-Si single-type solar cells. Fig. 7 shows

The surface of the fabricated AZO films was

the relationship between the haze value at 800 nm

modulated into a textured surface structure by wet

and the typical parameters of a-Si single cells. As can

chemical etching using diluted HCl.

be seen in this figure, the open-circuit voltages (Voc)
were approximately the same for all the cells, and the

films measured by SEM. The rms roughness of each

short-circuit current (Jsc) increased with increasing

film is shown in Fig. 5. The surface morphology of the

haze value, as expected. There is a positive correlation

novel AZO films showed a larger crater than the other

between Jsc and the haze value at 800 nm. Masumo et

films. Furthermore, the rms roughness of the AZO-HX

al. reported that the short-circuit current of the cells

film increased up to 172 nm. Figure 6 shows the haze

peaks at approximately 40% haze value at 800 nm24).

value spectra of the various films. The haze value of

However, that result was based on a tandem-type solar
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Haze value［%］
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Fig. 5 shows the surface morphology of the various
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Relationship between the transmittance at 1000nm
and the durability test result.
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Fig.４
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Fig.６

Haze value spectra of texture−etched AZO films.
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Relationship between the haze value at 800nm and the typical parameter of a−Si single cells.

cell that required the current balance of each cell.
In contrast, as shown in Fig. 7, our results showed
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